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adel abdesseMed
From here to Eternity, 2015, unique
270 x 221 cm
black chalk on military tarpaulin



adel abdesseMed  — from here to eternity

the imagery of the large drawings in black chalk on military 
tarpaulins have three precise references, all connected with 
the kiss, an amorous act of great significance.
The first is a sequence from the film From Here to Eternity 
(1953). The image is that of the embrace of two nearly naked, 
wet bodies on a tropical beach - an unusually erotic scene of 
less formal and more direct sensuality with respect to the 
Hollywood standarts of time. The navy prohibited programming 
of the film for troops, branding it  as “derogatory of a sister 
service”.

the theme is addressed in a second image with a different  
reference. in this case, it is based on the painting les 
AmAnts by René Magritte, dated 1928. Two versions exist, 
the second of which is found at MoMA New York. The couple, 
shown as two busts embracing and kissing, are fully clothed 
in this case, and their heads are covered by cloth, preventing 
them from seeing each other or having direct physical contact. 
the image evokes magritte’s idea of a bourgeoisie that seems 
to be without individual identity by its own choice, as well as 
the typically surrealist dream dimension employed by the artist.

The third iconographic theme is that of a frame from the film 
the kiss which Alva edison produced in 1896, directed by 
William Heise at Black Maria, the world’s first film production 
studio, which edison founded in 1893 at west orange, new 
Jersey, and then closed the move it to New York in 1901. 
The film was the reenactment of a scene, played by My Irwin 
and john rice, from a musical, the widow jones, which has 
opened in New York one year earlier. It was the first Kiss on 
screen. Here the features of the actors can be seen, including 
their hairstyles, poses, hidden by the cloth covering the heads. 
This the first two images are taken out of time, as is appropri-
ate for the ecstasy of love.

Algerian, b. 1971, Constantine, Algeria, based in Paris, France



MIrcea cantor
Don’t Judge Filter Shoot, 2012, unique
200 x 200 cm
mixed media



MIrcea  cantor— don’t judge, filter, shoot

Don’t Judge, Filter, Shoot, first shown in Mircea Cantor’s solo 
show at the centre Pompidou, consists of a monumental 
rosette composed out of different sized wooden sieves, which 
are violently penetrated by bullets made from gold and  
concrete.

this major piece merges two main subjects in mircea cantor’s 
work, tradition and modernity. This basic object so related to 
civilization is now rendered to  a relic, only seen through the 
lenses of modernity/war. The bullets made out of gold glorify 
the otherwise banal imagery of war that surrounds us, where 
the concrete bullets emphasize a tension of material poor and 
rich, past and present.

continuing this line of thought mircea cantor has created a 
site-specific installation, composed out of purifying plants who 
are gently covered, smuggled by current news from recent 
New York Times articles. 

Romanian, b. 1977, Romania, based in Paris, France



MIrcea cantor
Wind Orchestra, 2012, unique
edition of 7
hd movie, 13 second loop



latIfa echakhch
Nude, 2017, unique
200 x 150 x 3 cm
concrete, acrylic paint



latIfa echakhch  — nude

in her most recent paintings, developed for the exhibition on 
site, latifa reworked in a material and poetic way her  
impressions and sentiments of long walks through Tel Aviv. 
Presenting itself as a portrait of the city, the new works evoke 
elements of decomposition, renewal, vanishing, reconstruction 
that are urbanistic but also human. This beautiful new  
series,entitled nude, is the peak of an ongoing process in  
latifa’s work, unfolding a personal connection to her own life 
and creating a space of intimacy between the viewer and the 
piece just as between echakhch and her artwork. 

Moroccan-French, b. 1974, El Khnansa, Morocco, based in 
martigny, switzerland



latIfa echakhch
Untitled (Dancer), 2013, unique
60 cm diameter
skeleton costume, tap shoes



sIMon fujIwara
Innocent Material: Secret Annex (Negative), Secret Annex (Positive), 2017, unique
121 x 80.5 x 37.5 cm
mixed media



sIMon fujIwara  — 
innocent materials: secret Annex (negative), 
secret Annex (Positive)

in this double vitrine fujiwara presents two elements of  
merchandise purchased in the Anne frank house museum 
shop. Based on the original Anne Frank House, the museum 
produced a 1:60 model available to purchase and rebuild 
yourself. In these items two extreme narratives - the horrors 
of 20th century history and hope in the face of extremity - are 
brought together in a product that seemingly offers 
participation in that narrative to the consumer. 
All funds of the museum’s merchandise are given to the
 charitable foundation.  Here the attic space from the secret 
annex is presented with the kit mold form of the model parts.

Innocent Materials
    

innocent materials is a new series of works by simon fujiwara 
that draws on his longstanding interrogation of the relationship 
between sculpture and narrative. As the title suggests, the 
works ask a fundamental sculptural question: how can 
material itself ever be considered simply as material, divorced 
from its social, economic and political context? working largely 
with commercial products fujiwara asks us to consider the 
materiality of his readymade sculptures with innocent eyes, to 
closely interrogate the production value, material choices and 
designs of objects that range from the everyday to the bizarre, 
fascinating and even disturbing, turning the viewer into an 
archaeologist of the present. Housed in steel mesh 
vitrines  - hybrids of museum and retail displays - the works 
are rendered invisible and guarded until activated by the 
viewer by body sensor lights which illuminate the interiors of 
the vitrines. The tiny mesh holes force the viewer into a close 
participation with the object which may otherwise pass 
unnoticed in everyday life. Largely presenting products, 
packaging and functional items, fujiwara interrogates the logic 
and power of capitalism to create meaning, desire and fantasy 
from the most mundane of materials. Both minimal and 
alluring, innocent materials leads the viewer into a paradoxical 
question: if indeed material can be innocent, can it also be 
guilty?



sIMon fujIwara
Body Paint, 2016, unique
195 x 60 x 40 cm
body-painted mannquin with costume



sIMon fujIwara  — 
body paint

first shown in the berlin biennale the happy museum is a 
capsule museum within the exhibition produced by fujiwara in 
consultation with his brother daniel, an economist working in 
the field of “happiness economics.” Part scientific laboratory, 
part archaeological display, and part boutique, the selection 
of objects is a sly materialization of econometric data ostensi-
bly gathered on the well-being of Berliners. The work creates 
an uneasy snapshot of the capital city of a new germany—a 
country reimagined and apparently at ease with itself. The idio-
syncratic collection presents the mask of a nation that, at least 
on the surface, appears to have never been happier.
the mannequin is a recreation of a lufthansa stewardess 
participating at the Berlin gay pride. He presented himself in 
a body painted lufthansa uniform – eliminating all the brands 
and labels associated with the company.
throughout his work fujiwara aims to shed light on the deep 
relationship between brands and ideology one supporting the 
other to create a purchase based on values. 

British, b. 1982, based in Berlin, Germany



thoMas hIrschhorn
Pixel-Collage n°75, 2016, unique
234 x 364 cm
Prints, tape, transparent sheet



thoMas hIrschhorn  — new Pixel collage

“New Pixel-Collage” is my most recent work. I am still working 
and completely engaged with the problematic of pixelation. 
After my exhibition “Pixel-Collage” at Galerie Chantal Crousel, 
Paris beginning of 2016, i wanted to continue developing the 
thematic of pixels. The ‘new’ is my statement that 
“Pixel-Collage” is not a technique, not a system but a decision. 
Putting or removing each pixel - or even cutting it into smaller 
pixel parts - is a decision. It’s a political decision. In these 
“New Pixel-Collage” I want to reinforce the aesthetical  
aspect with the beauty of the pixelated part in opposition to the 
non-pixelated part.

“New Pixel-Collage” are collages. Making a collage means 
pasting together existing elements of reality to create a new 
world that did not exist before. A collage requires at least two 
different elements brought together, but can be made with 
more. Therefore something new, a new world, a new image, a 
new light is conceived. This means giving a response - through 
Form - to the question “How can abstraction be understood 
today?” form is not just an idea form is essential, form is 
crucial, Form is the core. I want to give Form, and in giving 
form i must show what i see, what i understand, what comes 
from myself without explanation or argumentation. Nothing 
is un-showable. What cannot be shown is what has no form. 
Everything that is ‘form’ is showable and viewable - even when 
incommensurable. Everything that has a form in this  
incommensurable world must remain incommensurable,  
without an attempt of becoming commensurable from not 
being shown or keeping our eyes shut. In order to confront the 
world, to struggle with its chaos, its incommensurability, in  
order to coexist and to cooperate in this world and with the 
other, I need to confront reality without distance. It is 
necessary to distinguish ‘sensitivity’, which to me means being 
‘awake’ and ‘attentive’, from ‘hypersensitivity’, which means 
‘self-enclosure’ and ‘exclusion’. Today, more than ever, I need 
to see everything with my own eyes in our one world, and no 
one can tell me what my eyes should see or not.
– thomas hirschhorn

Swiss, b. 1957, Bern, Switzerland, based in Paris, France



YudIth levIn
Hawara Checkpoint 5, 2007
150 x 200 cm
Acrylic on canvas



Moshe nInIo
Glass I, 2010/11
110 x 77 cm (each)
Photograph, inkjet print in mdf frame, two units



Moshe nInIo  — glass

All three stages of the photographic cycle Glass show the 
glass booth used to isolate and protect Adolf eichmann during 
his trial in Jerusalem in 1961. The bulletproof booth, made 
from plain veneer wooden panels and glass, shaped as a 
trapezoid the size of a (sitting) man was photographed here– 
(for the first time)–from the inside.
Glass has three stages of rendering this object-image: the 
first, Glass I, is comprised of two identical units of the same 
photograph, reversed as if through a mirror reflection. This 
stage serves as a singular template from which the 
subsequent two stages of the cycle derive.
the second stage Glass II, is a singular superimposition print 
of the two Glass I images inverted one on top of the other in 
mirror relations. As an outcome of this merging, the contours of 
the booths upper part tremble and blur allowing a bright stain 
to appear roughly where the knees would have rubbed against 
the narrow wooden edge.
As a consequence of the merging of the two photographs into 
one (seemingly simulating the brain’s process of binocular 
disparities to yield depth perception) the stain “appears” like a 
figure, a phantom.
The third and final stage, Glass III, is a black and white version 
of Glass II. It takes the evidence of Glass II and seals it post 
factum as a “documentary” image, equal in its status to 
photographs from the historical trial event.
It unifies the image to one surface from which a “figure”, as in 
the carpet, comes out: the stain.
the booth marks the border, the distribution of roles and gaze 
relations in the trial. It was designed especially for the trial (and 
remained unused when it ended, like a prop for a play) as part 
of the overall theatrical design of the auditorium at jerusalem’s 
Beit Ha’am (Civic House).
glass’s point of view from within the glass booth is also 
approximately where eichmann’s gaze would have met that of 
the survivors-witnesses, had looked at them (hannah Arendt 
noted  that he did not face the audience even once…)

Israel, b. 1953, Tel Aviv,Israel, based inTel Aviv and Paris



florIan PuMhösl
Fidäl Study (Land), 2016, unique
33.5 x 22.5 x 3 cm
Plaster, casein paint, pastel



florIan PuMhösl
Fidäl Study (My Air), 2016, unique
33.5 x 22.5 x 3 cm
Plaster, casein paint, pastel



florIan PuMhösl
Fidäl Study (My Horse), 2016, unique
33.5 x 22.5 x 3 cm
Plaster, casein paint, pastel



florIan PuMhösl
Fidäl Study (My Water), 2016, unique
33.5 x 22.5 x 3 cm
Plaster, casein paint, pastel



florIan PuMhösl
Fidäl Study (My Land), 2016, unique
33.5 x 22.5 x 3 cm
Plaster, casein paint, pastel



florIan PuMhösl
Fidäl Study, 2016, unique
33.5 x 22.5 x 3 cm
Plaster, casein paint, pastel



florIan PuMhösl
Fidäl Study, 2016, unique
installation view



florIan PuMhösl  — fidäl study

fidäl study is a series of six plaster paintings in smaller  
format. Here the artist draws on elements and possibilities of 
the Ge’ez script (also known as fidäl), used for contemporary 
Amharic as well as Tiringya. Starting from single word  
constellations in Amharic, here the artist was interested mainly 
in the phonetic value of the signs, in the sheer sound anterior 
to the word, and even to the sign. A literary strategy, 
“defamiliarization” – as coined by Russian formalist Wiktor 
schklowski – can be seen as the point where meaning ends 
and seeing begins, or where signs morph into a poetic layer.

The first group of reliefs, a series of eight large-scale works, is 
based on drawings by the artist. The marks they feature draw 
on elements from architectural drawings, signs designating 
beams and openings as well as compositional definitions of 
borders. Another reference for the series is musical notation, 
where vertical “objects” punctuate the passage of time on the 
horizontal succession of the bars. Read in the context of a 
physical space, they bring to mind a horizontal formation or a 
series of hanging objects.
The field between formal abstraction and signifying potential 
has long been a major preoccupation of Pumhösl’s, and in 
recent works he has been increasingly interested in notions of 
innuendo and insinuation, especially in the context of  
“defamiliarization”.

Austrian, b. 1971, Vienna, Austria, based in Vienna, Austria



arIel schlesInger
Untitled (canvas II), 2015, unique,
60 x 40 cm
burned canvas



arIel schlesInger
Untitled (Caja de huevos), 2016, unique
41 x 60 x 33 cm
burned boxes



arIel schlesInger
Democracy now, 2016, unique
variable dimensions
40 brass screws on brown paper



arIel schlesInger  — 

Ariel Schlesinger works in the field of photography, sculpture 
and installation. His pieces are playful, occasionally kinetic, as 
well as often threatening and seem to be as much the work 
of an unhinged inventor as that of a post-conceptual artist. 
he blurs the line between outsider inventor and studio-bound 
artist. His practice is based on “self-taught” engineering and 
an energetic spirit. In his work, there are often two layers: at 
first sight you see a poetic gesture, but often there is a political 
twist and a threat of destruction.
Destruction, often symbolized by fire, plays a preeminent role 
in his practice, but it doesn’t annihilate, instead it points to the 
possibility of renewal, to a blossoming of new forces and, may-
be, a new balance.

Israeli, b. 1980, Jerusalem, based in Berlin, Germany
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